Handwriting
Aim
By the end of Key Stage 2 all pupils should have the ability to produce fluent, legible
and, eventually, speedy joined-up cursive handwriting. Handwriting is a basic skill
that influences the quality of work throughout the curriculum.
This image below shows the correct formation of the letters using the cursive script.

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
The rules of the Cursive Style help:
•
•
•
•
•

To minimise confusion for the child as every letter starts on the line with an entry
stroke and leads out with an exit stroke,
With the flow of Cursive Writing as letters naturally flow into each other, it is
impossible to write separate letters without joining,
Form spacing between words as the child develops whole word awareness,
Develop a child's visual memory,
Develop all children's writing skills regardless of academic ability,

FOUNDATION:
For our youngest pupils we teach handwriting on a daily basis. Each session will
include the following;
• Movements to enhance gross motor skills such as air-writing, pattern making,
dancing.
• Exercises to develop fine motor skills such as making marks on paper,
whiteboards, blackboards and sand trays,
• Letter learning to familiarise letter shapes, formation and vocabulary.
KS1:
At Lily Lane cursive handwriting is explicitly taught in KS1 and KS2; a handwriting
lesson should typically follow a four-part format:
•

A short warm-up of exercises to develop gross- and fine-motor skills, followed by
a reminder/recap of good posture for handwriting,
• Exercises to support pen/pencil control (such as drawing structured lines or
patterns),
• Letter formation and/or joining and/or word writing (modelled and assessed by
the teacher and verbal feedback given during the lesson).
• Self-/Peer-assessment of what has been achieved.
KS2:
•
Recap of good posture for handwriting and pencil grip,
•
Exercises to support pen/pencil control (such as following patterns),
•
Word formation through joining (modelled and assessed by the teacher and
verbal feedback given during the lesson).
•
Self-/Peer-assessment of what has been achieved.

•
•
•
•

Discrete handwriting sessions are held three times per week in KS1 and twice
per week in KS2 for a minimum of 10 minutes, during which cursive handwriting
is modelled and practised,
This may be completed in a variety of ways including: on whiteboards, lined
books or specific handwriting books.
It is expected the all staff model the correct use of the cursive form when writing
on whiteboards and in pupil books.
The presentation of all work is monitored by the English lead.

Handwriting and Reading in School
Children are exposed to use both cursive and print styles as well as commercial
print. They develop awareness for reading in print and writing in cursive side by side
in their learning, such as prompts around classrooms/school – teachers lettering,
labels on displays/teaching aids e.g. alphabet on the walls and through teachers
modelling of writing.

